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Abstract—Wireless communications for status update are
becoming increasingly important, especially for machine-type
control applications. Existing work has been mainly focused
on Age of Information (AoI) optimizations. In this paper, a
status-aware predictive wireless interface design, networking and
implementation are presented which aim to minimize the status
recovery error of a wireless networked system by leveraging
online status model predictions. Two critical issues of predictive
status update are addressed: practicality and usefulness. Link-
level experiments on a Software-Defined-Radio (SDR) testbed are
conducted and test results show that the proposed design can
significantly reduce the number of wireless transmissions while
maintaining a low status recovery error. A Status-aware Multi-
Agent Reinforcement learning neTworking solution (SMART) is
proposed to dynamically and autonomously control the transmit
decisions of devices in an ad hoc network based on their
individual statuses. System-level simulations of a multi dense
platooning scenario are carried out on a road traffic simulator.
Results show that the proposed schemes can greatly improve the
platooning control performance in terms of the minimum safe
distance between successive vehicles, in comparison with the AoI-
optimized status-unaware and communication latency-optimized
schemes—this demonstrates the usefulness of our proposed status
update schemes in a real-world application.
I. INTRODUCTION
Time-sensitive status update through a wireless interface
is gaining more and more attention from researchers, with
the emergence of Internet-of-Things (IoT) wherein most wire-
less networked devices (e.g., sensors, vehicles) are designed
to communicate timely status information. A status update
process represents an information flow from a source to a
destination node (with possibly feedback) that is established
to remotely estimate the status information generated at the
source node. There are many fundamental differences between
wireless design principles for status update and conventional
packet-based systems. For instance, classical performance met-
rics such as throughput, communication latency and reliability
cannot fully characterize a status update system—essentially,
they are designed for packet-based systems which treat packets
equally, whereas not suitable for status update systems wherein
each individual packet is no longer the optimization target but
the status flow.
Towards this end, Age of Information (AoI) [1] has been
proposed to characterize the flow-level performance of a status
update process, which represents the time elapsed since the
generation of the newest received status. Based on AoI [1], a
fundamental tradeoff is revealed between sampling frequency
and communication delay which accounts for, e.g., networking
scheduling delay and queuing delay—this tradeoff reflects on
the received information timeliness. Intuitively, increasing the
sampling frequency can reduce the information sampling error
at the source, but in the meantime producing more packets that
may lead to network congestion, i.e., increased communication
delay. This tradeoff clearly consolidates the fact that status
update no longer concerns transmissions for each packet—
an increased sampling frequency in fact results in lower
information density for each packet, in the sense that less
packets contain meaningful status information. Consequently,
an important system design implication is that the sens-
ing (sampling) module has to be somewhat communication-
aware, e.g., if a network is congested, sources should be
less frequently sampled (i.e., less packets) to reduce AoI [2].
However, while the decoupled sensing and communication
modules enjoy simplified design, such a communication-aware
sensing methodology complicates the system implementation
significantly, thus calling for a more practical solution.
In this paper, we address the time-sensitive status update
design in wireless networks systematically. The main contri-
butions are summarized below.
Architecture: A novel wireless communication protocol
design is proposed specifically for status update, namely par-
allel communications, which allows communication-agnostic
sensing. Based on this architecture, status information is
communicated by two parallel paths—one is the conventional
Over-The-Air (OTA) wireless channels; the other is online
learned, adaptive status model predictions. Specifically, the
status packets are identified at the source node as those
as expected which are communicated by calibrated model
predictions, and those unexpected which are transmitted OTA.
Networking: A novel Status-aware Multi-Agent Reinforce-
ment learning neTworking solution (SMART) is proposed to
dynamically and autonomously adapt the transmit decisions
of predictive wireless devices in an ad hoc network. Un-
like conventional adaptive wireless transmissions, SMART
accounts for the statuses of terminals and learned models, and
makes transmit decisions accordingly. Essentially, the network
performance is improved by parallel communications because
the network load is alleviated by leveraging model predictions.
Testbed verification: The proposed framework is im-
plemented and the link-level performance is verified on a
Software-Defined-Radio (SDR) testbed, with synthetic status
data from a typical autonomous driving scenario and an LTE-
based physical layer. It is shown that by adopting parallel
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communications, the channel occupancy is significantly re-
duced by online model predictions, while keeping the same
status estimation error. Using Simulation of Urban MObility
(SUMO), we test a wireless networked control application,
i.e., multi dense platooning in steady state, and show that
the proposed solution provides significantly better performance
compared with current packet-based delay-optimized scheme,
as well as the AoI-optimized status-unaware scheme.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, a single-link example is shown to illustrate the core idea
of parallel communications; the SDR verification follows
immediately. Section III describes the networking solution for
parallel communications, i.e., SMART. Section IV provides a
case study using SUMO, applying the proposed framework
to multi dense platooning. We summarize the related work in
Section V. Finally, in Section VI, conclusions are drawn with
future directions discussed.
II. PREDICTIVE WIRELESS: A SINGLE-LINK EXAMPLE
AND SDR PROOF-OF-CONCEPT
First, we would like to illustrate intuitively, plain and simple,
on the central idea of predictive wireless, which is in analogous
to human communications. Suppose that Alice and Bob live in
different cities and Bob sends a letter to Alice everyday about
whether it is rainy in his city on that day. This is a typical
status update setting where a fixed update interval (one day)
is adopted. However, further suppose that Bob’s city rarely
rains, and then he would soon discover that he could make the
status update much more efficiently (in the sense of sending
less reports), by defining and communicating a model with
Alice prescribing that whenever there is no letter, there is no
rain; otherwise, Bob would report an model-unexpected status
indicating rainy. Obviously, the model in this case is a time-
series forecasting model predicting no rain every time, and the
status is a binary scalar value.
Such a simple, but useful idea can be generalized to improve
the communication efficiency in status update-based wireless
systems. In essence, such systems can benefit much from a
status prediction functionality. The proposed system architec-
ture diagram is shown in Fig. 1. We term this architecture
as parallel communications, since the status information is
communicated by both model predictions and OTA packets.
The parallel communication operation is transparent to the
upper layers or modules, i.e., communication-agnostic sensing
module. Several key design aspects are illustrated in details as
follows. We assume a time-slotted system and the time index
is denoted by t (the duration of a time slot is 1 millisecond
in the SDR implementation). At each time slot, a status (or a
set of statuses) is sampled by the sensing module and fed into
the Parallel Transmit Function Block (PTxFB).
A. Model Estimation and Calibration
A model, denoted by Mt(·), is identified and estimated
online by collecting the statuses over time at the source node,
e.g., by well-known system identification and time-series fore-
casting techniques such as Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving
Average (ARIMA) or Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)—in
analogous to Bob discovering the no-rain model mentioned
above. Specifically, the PTxFB at the source node takes input
from the status sampling (sensing) module which samples
a specific physical-world status with an arbitrarily high fre-
quency (denoted by fsample) to minimize the sampling error.
That is to say, the sensing module is totally regardless of the
communication burden, i.e., communication-agnostic sensing.
Based on the status input data, PTxFB fits a parametric model,
which can be matrices in ARIMA or a neural network, to
the status data. This model estimation process is performed
online and constantly to adapt to status model changes in
real world. Afterwards, the estimated model is transmitted to
the destination node, i.e., calibrated online; in our design, we
adopt a fixed model calibration interval, denoted by Tmodel. It
is essential that the source and destination maintain the same
model and are synchronized—this issue is addressed in Section
II-E by a model confirmation mechanism.
B. Parallel Transmitter
At a source node, i.e., transmitter side, assuming that the
PTxFB has a current status model which is calibrated with a
corresponding destination node, a parallel transmitter works
as follows.
1. At time t, when a new status s(t) comes from the sensing
module, the PTxFB makes a transmit decision:
Transmit(t) =
{
True, if g(s(t), s¯(t)) > δ;
False, otherwise,
(1)
where g(·) denotes a error measure function, e.g., `1, `2 norms,
the model-predicted status at time t is denoted by s¯(t) which
is based on the estimated model and previous statuses, and
δ denotes a threshold controlling how much status error the
system can tolerate.
2. The model prediction at time t and the status estimation
at the source and destination node (assuming calibrated) are
respectively expressed as follows:
s¯(t) =Mt(s¯(t−Ninput), · · · , s¯(t− 1)),
sˆ(t) =
{
s(t), if ACKt;
s¯(t), otherwise,
(2)
where ACKt denotes a successful transmission at time t,1 and
the input data size of the model is denoted by Ninput.
Two points of explanation are in order. In the first step,
essentially, when δ is larger, the status recovery error increases
because only when the status variation compared with model
prediction exceeds δ will there be a status packet transmission;
otherwise, the error is smaller but the network occupancy is
higher since more unexpected packets are transmitted OTA.
In a distributed wireless network employing contention-based
channel access mechanisms such as Carrier-Sense Multiple-
Access (CSMA), higher occupancy directly leads to higher
1If the MAC layer protocol does not support acknowledgment feedback,
each transmission is assumed to be successful.
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Fig. 1. Parallel communications diagram of a single link, and implementation on the SDR testbed.
collision rate, and thus lower transmission reliability. There-
fore, the threshold δ represents an important tradeoff that will
be considered in more details in Section III. Based on the
second step, at the parallel transmitter, the status model takes
the previous Ninput estimated statuses as input, and produces
the current model prediction, denoted by s¯(t). Afterwards,
s¯′(t) is compared with the real status s′(t), and if the error
is beyond the threshold, a status packet is transmitted. The
estimated status at the destination node, considering status
prediction output and OTA packets, is obtained at the source
node, denoted as sˆ(t). The issue of unaligned estimations
of statuses between source and destination are considered in
Section II-E.
C. Parallel Receiver
At a destination node, i.e., receiver side, again assuming the
current status model is calibrated with a corresponding source
node, the PRxFB works as follows.
sˆ′(t) =
{
r(t), if ACKt;
s¯(t), otherwise,
(3)
where sˆ′(t) denotes the status estimation at the destination
node, and r(t) denotes the received status when successfully
decoding a packet over the air interface, and hence r(t) = s(t)
neglecting sensing noise (in the testbed verification, sensing
noise is added). Assuming calibrated status model, the model
prediction at the source and destination should be aligned,
i.e., when there is no packet transmitted, the destination node
would use the model prediction as the received status and
output to upper layers. Here, a successful reception is denoted
by ACKt, which is the same with the transmitter side.
Remark 1 (Transparency): Based on the above design,
one of the main advantages of parallel communications is
transparency to the sensing layer. Specifically, from the sens-
ing layer’s perspective, the status packets are constantly fed
into the communication module without any consideration of
the queuing or network load conditions. At the destination
node, the status recovery module, which takes input from the
parallel receiver, receives status packets at the same rate as
the sampling rate at the source. Therefore, the upper layers
of the status update system adopting parallel communications
work completely transparent to the communication conditions;
however, the true network occupancy is greatly reduced thanks
to status model predictions. The term “parallel” refers to the
fact that two communication paths are present: one is real
OTA transmission and the other is model-prediction outputs
by calibrated models between source and destination which
also involve communications.
D. SDR Implementation
A two-vehicle platoon (a leader and a follower) with artifi-
cial status data is implemented on SDR . The leader vehicle
collects kinematic status information from the follower vehi-
cle, and then assigns an acceleration to the follower vehicle
to keep the distance between two vehicles a constant. The
kinematic status information consists of the distance from the
leader vehicle, and the instantaneous velocity and acceleration.
The proposed scheme is implemented on an SDR platform
consisting of two NI USRP-2974 [3] devices. The USRP-
2974 device is composed of of a Kintex-7 XC7K410T Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) baseband board and an
embedded controller computer. National Instruments (NI)
LabVIEW [3], a graphical programming tool for General-
Purpose Processors (GPPs) and FPGAs, is utilized to develop
the FPGA part and to run the higher layer control on the
GPP. The physical layer of Cellular Vehicle-to-Everything (C-
V2X) Mode 4 is implemented in the FPGA. A simplified
MAC layer and the parallel communication framework are
both implemented on GPP using LabVIEW. The details are
specified below.
C-V2X Mode 4 supports vehicles to communicate with each
other directly without base station coverage. In the PHY layer,
one Resource Block (RB) is 180 KHz (12 subcarriers of 15
KHz subcarrier spacing). One subchannel is defined as a set
of RBs in the same subframe, and the number of RBs can
vary depending on applications. One subframe is 1 ms. One
vehicle User Equipment (UE) can transmit in one subchannel.
A sensing-based Semi-Persistent Scheduling (SPS)—a decen-
tralized resource allocation scheme—is adopted to enable
direct V2X communications [4]. The system parameters are
as follows. The central frequency is 5.9 GHz; the bandwidth
is 20 MHz (100 RBs) and is separated into 2 subchannels;
one single subchannel consists of 24 RBs (288 subcarriers);
transmit power is −20 dBm in our experiment. The modulation
of control channel is QPSK and the coding scheme is tail
biting convolution code; the modulation of data channel is
64QAM and the coding scheme is turbo coding. Both USRPs
are settled on the table and the distance between the two is
about 50 centimeters.
In the experiment, two USRPs are utilized to mimic two
vehicle UEs. The kinematic status information is generated
by SUMO instead of real measurements considering the cost
issue. However, the proposed scheme is tested on our SDR
testbed, and hence the practicality is justified as long as the
real status data is also predictable. In addition, Gaussian white
nose is added to the velocity and the distance observations
to simulate real-world imperfections, since kinematic sensors
always suffer from measurement errors. Denote the observed
noisy status information as x¯ with x being a real status. The
detailed procedure of our implemented parallel communication
framework goes as follows.
At the follower vehicle, every 1 ms, it stores the cur-
rent spacing (d¯(t)), velocity (v¯(t)) and acceleration (a¯(t))
for model estimation and calibration. Denote s¯(t) ,
[d¯(t), v¯(t), a¯(t)]T and w¯(t) , [d¯(t), v¯(t)]T. Every 100 ms,
the model parameters are calculated by the stored kinematic
statuses by an Least Mean Squares (LMS) estimation method:
A(t) = [w¯(t), · · · , w¯(t− 99)] · [s¯(t− 1), · · · , s¯(t− 100)]†,
(4)
where X† denotes the pseudo-inverse of X (in particular right
pseudo-inverse). Meanwhile, the follower vehicle transmits
the model parameters and piggyback the current kinematic
status to the leader vehicle to calibrate the model. Every
message conveying model parameters is time-stamped for
model confirmation which is illustrated in the next paragraph.
Every 10 ms, the status, i.e., the distance and velocity of
the model prediction are compared with the actual observed
status output from sensors. If the error (measured by `1 norm)
between the actual and predicted statuses is higher than a
threshold (0.1 in our experiment), the actual status would be
transmitted; otherwise no transmission and hence both ends
would use the model prediction as communicated status at
that time.
At the leader vehicle, every 1 ms, it needs to transfer the
status information to the higher layers. The parallel receiver
procedure as described in Section II-C is implemented. If
the leader vehicle receives a model calibration message, it
would substitute the previous model. A timestamp is received
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Fig. 2. Status recovery error measured on the SDR testbed. The transmission
timing of both OTA status packets and the model calibration packets is also
depicted.
together with the message and is utilized for feedback as
illustrated below. The control algorithm at the leader vehicle
takes the status information communicated by the proposed
scheme as input, outputs an acceleration value based on (5)
and transmits to the follower vehicle. This control information
is transmitted based on conventional communication approach.
Every 10 ms, the leader vehicle calculates the acceleration
and transmits it to the follower vehicle together with the last
timestamp received from the follower vehicle. This message
is termed as the acceleration assignment message.
To calculate the acceleration value, the leader vehicle needs
to know the desired distance, the current distance, the veloci-
ties of both vehicles and the acceleration of itself. We adopt a
specific Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) method
to calculate the acceleration. The method is shown to be string-
stable, i.e., a small turbulence in the platoon can be subsided
by the control method [5]. Specifically,
ades,n = ω1(ddes − dˆn) + ω2(vˆn − vˆn−1) + ω3(vˆn − v¯1)
+ω4ades,n−1 + ω5ades,1, (5)
where ddes is the desired inter-vehicle distance of the platoon
which is limited by the safety requirements and should be kept
as small as possible to reduce air drag, the status recovery
of a status x at the leader vehicle is denoted by xˆ (x being
arbitrary), the desired acceleration of the n-th vehicle in the
platoon (leader vehicle is the first) is denoted by ades,n, and
ωi, i = 1, ..., 5 are constants satisfying certain conditions for
string-stability [5]. In practice, the desired acceleration is fed
into the lower controller of each vehicle such that ddes is
maintained.
In the feedback process at the leader vehicle, as men-
tioned above, a timestamp together with the model calibration
message is first transmitted to the leader vehicle from the
follower. Once this timestamp is received, the leader vehicle
will transmit a confirmation packet back to the follower, in
order to confirm the model calibration and calibration timing.
After the follower receives the timestamp the leader feeds back
(a timeout mechanism is applied that after 10 ms without
feedback, the model calibration message is considered to
be lost), it will compare the received timestamp with the
last timestamp it transmits. If two timestamps are different,
meaning that the leader vehicle fails to receive the model
calibration message, the follower vehicle would not adopt the
new model parameters; when the two timestamps match, the
leader and follower vehicles both adopt the same and new
model parameters.
Fig. 2 shows the status recovery error at the leader vehicle,
tested on the SDR platform. The timing of status packets
transmitted OTA and model calibration packets are also de-
picted for ease of exposition. The initial distance between two
vehicles is 10 meters and the initial velocity and acceleration
of both vehicles are 10 m/s and 0 m/s2, respectively. The initial
status models at both vehicles are generated randomly. The
acceleration of the leader vehicle follows the formula:
a1 =
{
c(2478− t)(t− 478), if 478 ≤ t ≤ 2478;
0, otherwise,
(6)
where c = 4 m/s2. Two observations from Fig. 2 are in order.
First (Obv. 1 as denoted in Fig. 2), before the first model
status calibration, i.e., when the source and destination do not
have an agreed model for status prediction, all packets are
transmitted OTA; this is equivalent with the scheme without
the proposed parallel communications. The status recovery
error jumps to zero when there is an update and deviates in
between two updates. After the first model calibration and
confirmation, the status is predictable for about 400 ms, i.e.,
error within the predefined threshold during this period, and
hence no packets are transmitted OTA; however the status
recovery error stays low due to model prediction outputs.
Secondly (Obv. 2), starting from 478 ms, the leader vehicle
begins to accelerate based on (6). During this period, the
status model has changed due to acceleration and hence status
recovery error starts to accumulate over time—once there is
an packet transmission OTA, the error returns to zero. As
we can see, the unexpected packet transmissions are dense
during the beginning of this period. After about 200 ms, the
model is calibrated based on online estimations to capture the
model change, and hence the status error is small afterwards
with relatively less frequent unexpected packet transmissions.
Overall, we can conclude that the proposed scheme is feasible
in practice, and that parallel communications can significantly
reduce the packet transmissions OTA and maintains a low
status recovery overhead.
E. Issues and Solutions
Several practical issues found in experiments are discussed
here. Status misalignment: One of the crucial requirements for
the proposed design is that the status estimations (including
model predictions) should be aligned at both ends, i.e., sˆ(t) =
sˆ′(t), ∀t. Such a requirement could be jeopardized by the
following causes.
1) Model calibration packet transmission error: The packet
that contains the newly estimated model using recent status
data is lost due to channel error, e.g., collisions or channel
fading.
2) OTA status packet transmission error: The transmission
of an unexpected status packet OTA is erroneous.
3) Timing misalignment: Due to hardware signal processing
latency or other causes, the timing of a status packet received
from the air interface at destination could be unaligned with
the source. For example, the transmitter sends a packet at time
t1, but the perceived sending time is t1 + τ where τ denotes
the processing latency. This issue is identified in the testbed
and is believed to be ubiquitous in practice.
Notice that status misalignment by even one packet loss
causes persistent status recovery error over time. To see
this, assuming that one model calibration packet is lost, all
subsequent model predictions would be different, due to the
fact that the source node would use the newly calibrated model
but the destination node would still use the old model. The
situation with status packet loss is similar, for that new model
predictions would be unaligned due to different views on status
history at source and destination. Timing misalignment also
causes the same problem.
To address this issue, we adopt three methods that proven
effective to counteract the three causes in the implementation,
namely model confirmation, periodical model and status re-
transmissions, and timestamps. There three methods are used
jointly. The model confirmation packet is a feedback packet
transmitted by the destination node immediately (1 timeslot
to allow signals to be processed) after it receives a model
calibration packet, containing a timestamp indicating the time
when the destination receives the model calibration. If the
source receives the confirmation packet, in which case the
source and destination have agreed on the new model and
the time to begin using it, then the issue is solved. In practice,
we use repetition to ensure the successful reception of the
model confirmation packet since it is vital. Note that repetition
cannot be directly applied to the original model calibration
packet since the destination would be confused about the
exact timing to use the new model. Moreover, periodical
packets which contain the model calibration and current status
are transmitted, termed as correction packets, to avoid the
following possible problem: When an unexpected status packet
is lost, long time would pass without any unexpected status
packet being transmitted if the model prediction was precise,
in which case the model predictions at source and destination
would be unaligned for a long time, resulting in severe status
recovery error. In practice, the time interval between correction
packets is long, e.g., 1 second, to reduce the overhead thereby.
Last but not least, a useful method to counteract timing mis-
alignment brought by hardware impairments is piggybacking
the timestamp of the status packet that is transmitted OTA. By
doing this, the source and destination nodes can agree on the
correct status timing that is carried by the timestamp and thus
generate aligned status predictions.
Algorithm 1: SMART
1 Phase 1: Election of Supervision Node
2 Every destination node is elected as a Supervision Node (SN).
3 Phase 2: Offline Single-Agent Training
4 Initialization: Source nodes: Initialize their DDPG by the
normal distribution.
5 for n = 1 : N do
6 for m = [mmin : mint : mmax] do
7 DDPG training for source node-n to solve the MDP
expressed in (7) with given mn = m. Afterwards,
save the DDPG parameters (wm,n) to its database.
8 Phase 3: Online Auxiliary Cost Adaptation
9 Initialization: Source nodes: Initialize their DDPG by wmmax,n
(n = 1, ..., N ). SNs: Assign m = mmax as the initial auxiliary
cost.
10 for t = 1 : T do
11 for n = 1 : N do
12 if The output of DDPG of source node-n is transmit
based on its state then
13 Source node-n transmits, following the underlying
MAC protocol.
14 else
15 Source node-n stays silent.
16 if t%evaInt = 0 then
17 cost =
∑t
τ=t−evaInt+1 E(x1(τ), ...,xN (τ))
18 if cost− costPrev > δ and the number of transmission
collisions increases then
19 m = max{m+mint, mmax} at the corresponding
source nodes.
20 else if |cost− costPrev| < δ then
21 m is unchanged.
22 else
23 m = min{m−mint, mmin} at the corresponding
source nodes.
24 costPrev = cost
III. NETWORKING OF PREDICTIVE WIRELESS DEVICES
FOR STATUS UPDATE
In this section, we describe in general a networking scheme
for efficient communications among ad hoc wireless devices
running the parallel communication protocol. One of the
critical issues of this networking scheme that distinguishes
from conventional ad hoc network problems is that how to
properly make transmit decisions when the decisions depend
on locally-observable status information, i.e., status-aware.
The scheme is inspired by the Whittle’s index methodology
[6] and is explained as follows.
Denote xn(t) , [sn(t), sˆn(t)] as the Markov state for n-
th source node in the system at time t, wherein sn denotes
the local status information, and sˆn(t) denotes the status
recovery at the n-th destination (estimated at source nodes
based on aligned status). Note that for non-Markov status
evolution, a collection of finite length history of statuses
can be approximately defined as Markov states which is
common in practice. The overall system space is hence
{xn(t)|n = 1, ..., N} wherein N is the total number of source
nodes. Denote u(t) = {un(t)|n = 1, ..., N} as the transmit
decision of sources at time t; u(t) = 1 denotes transmit and
silent otherwise. The Markov Decision Process (MDP) can be
defined as
MDP-1: minimize
u(t)
lim sup
T→∞
1
T
T−1∑
t=0
E(x1(t), ...,xN (t))
s.t., source-n knows xn(t),
N∑
n=1
un(t) = 1,
where E(·) denotes a predefined error function. MDP-1 is
essentially a Partially Observable MDP (POMDP) as seen
by each source-destination pair, since each source can only
observe its local current status. MDP-1 suffers from the curse
of dimensionality when using e.g., value iterations. In addition,
MDP-1 is a POMDP which does not have a general solution
method—multi-agent reinforcement learning techniques may
be leveraged but with convergence issues [7].
Towards this end, we adopt the concept of Whittle’s index
[6] to decouple MDP-1. The idea of this approach is that
instead of considering all nodes simultaneously, the problem
is decoupled and reduced to transmit decisions for one source
node. To avoid the trivial, selfish and useless solution of always
transmitting, each transmission is associated with a auxiliary
cost of mn. In other words, the decoupled MDP problem for
source node-n is formulated as
f(xn) + Jˆ
∗ = min
{
E(0)xn +
∑
x′n
P(0)xnx′nf(x′n),
mn + E(1)xn +
∑
x′n
P(1)xnx′nf(x′n)
}
,
(7)
wherein the top and bottom terms in the minimization operator
represent the cost-to-go from state xn onwards with the
action of silent and transmit, respectively. The expected cost
functions are denoted by E(0)xn and E(1)xn respectively for both
actions (assuming the error function is decomposable, e.g., `1,
`2 norms); the transition matrices P(0)xn and P(1)xn are denoted
likewise. The relative cost-to-go function of state xn and
the average cost are denoted by f(xn) and Jˆ∗ respectively.
It has been shown that the solution solving (7) for each
source node and selecting the node with the largest index
(max{mn|n = 1, ..., N}) to transmit leads to near-optimal
performance in many problems [8]–[10]. Inspired by these re-
sults, we design the following scheme, as shown in Algorithm
1, which is termed as SMART. Due to the fact that the status
evolution is unknown, as well as that no supervisor is available
in real world, we adopt a deep reinforcement learning-based
approach. The status in general is comprehended using a Deep
Neural Network (DNN), specifically a Deep Deterministic
Policy Gradient (DDPG) approach [11], while in practice if the
status is straightforward, simpler approaches can be adopted.
In Algorithm 1, we use mmax and mmin to denote the max-
imum and minimum auxiliary costs, respectively. In practice,
mmax and mmin are hyper-parameters that depend on network
conditions to provide adaptation capabilities inside the interval
[mmin,mmax]. SMART works roughly as follows. In the single-
agent training phase, a set of possible auxiliary cost m is
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Fig. 3. A multi dense platooning scenario wherein each leader vehicle controls
the corresponding platoon. The C-V2X mode-4 MAC layer is implemented
on SUMO to simulate vehicular communications.
trained for each source node as if only itself is updating with
the additional auxiliary cost. A mapping from each m to the
DDPG parameters is stored in the node’s database. Afterwards,
in the auxiliary cost adaptation phase, the SNs2 observe the
network conditions (i.e., collisions, channel idle and status
values) for a period of time evaInt in Step 16 and thereby
adjust the auxiliary cost values. When the cost increases
due to congestion, the auxiliary cost should be increased to
discourage source nodes from transmitting; in other cases, the
auxiliary cost should be decreased, or stays the same after con-
vergence. The corresponding source nodes switch their DDPG
parameters based on their respective SNs’ feedback. SMART
is also compatible with different MAC protocols. For example,
nodes would transmit randomly based on the backoff window
size in CSMA and C-V2X protocols. Eventually, the network
converges to a situation wherein appropriate auxiliary costs
are attained such that only nodes with urgent transmission
needs (e.g., large status prediction error) are transmitting and
the network is properly loaded. Note that the auxiliary costs
can be different among nodes since each source node follows
its corresponding SN’s feedback. In the following section, we
will observe in details how a system of platooning vehicles
behave under SMART and parallel communications.
IV. CASE STUDY: MULTI DENSE PLATOONING IN STEADY
STATE
In this section, we demonstrate through SUMO a Wireless
Networked Control (WNC) application, namely multiple dense
platooning in steady state using C-V2X communication proto-
col and the proposed framework (see Fig. 3). The application
is selected for two reasons. First, one of the most promising 5G
vertical applications is C-V2X-enabled autonomous driving
and platooning is perhaps the most attractive fully autonomous
driving technology; secondly, platooning represents a WNC
system wherein timely (milliseconds level) and precise status
update and control are essential.
Scenario and Platoon Control: Several platoons, each led
by a leader vehicle, travel close to each other (within the
communication range of C-V2X which is typically 700 meters
2In practice, it is found that representative (not all) destination nodes elected
as SN are sufficient.
[12]) on the highway in steady state, i.e., after platoons are
formed. We consider only the longitudinal drive control, that
is the vehicles travel on a straight line. In each platoon, the
leader vehicle is driven by human and the others are controlled
by the leader vehicle based on control algorithms such as
(5) and wireless signals. Naturally, for the leader vehicles
to make precise control, the status information it collects
from its follower vehicles, including distances from the front
vehicle and instantaneous velocities, should be as timely as
possible. The ultimate goal of the system is to save fuel while
ensuring safety, and hence the vehicles are designed to follow
its corresponding front vehicles as close as possible while not
crashing into them. In the simulations, we set a predefined
desired distance between two vehicles and let the control
algorithm to maintain this desired distance—the minimum safe
distance is therefore the maximum distance reduction from the
desired distance during the whole trajectory. The simulation
scenario is a two-way, four-lane highway with a length of 1500
meters. The length of vehicles is 5 meters. The leader vehicle
enters with a speed of 10 m/s, then accelerates to 22.2 m/s
in 5 seconds; from the 15-th second, the leader decelerates
to 9.7 m/s in 5 seconds, and then accelerates to 22.2 m/s in
15 seconds (depicted in the bottom-left figure in Fig. 4). The
acceleration of vehicles is restricted to [−2.94, 4] m/s2 to avoid
very rapid and abrupt changes in speed. The simulation time
step is 1 ms. The actuation delay and sensing delay are ignored
to focus on information timeliness, and hence the performance
evaluation can be viewed as an optimistic bound.
Network Protocol: The underlying MAC- and PHY-layer
protocols that convey the status and control information are
based on C-V2X Mode 4 [4]. Specifically, as shown in Fig.
3, an SPS decentralized time/frequency resource allocation
scheme is adopted wherein a vehicle UE with packet (Co-
operative Awareness Message, CAM) to send could choose
uniformly randomly from a pool of time/frequency resources.
The pool is composed of several subchannels in the frequency
domain and a number of subframes with length denoted by Re-
source Reservation Interval (RRI). Thereby, as the selection is
fully autonomous, collisions may happen especially when the
system is heavily loaded. In addition to collisions, Half-Duplex
(HD) error also occurs in C-V2X Mode 4, which represents
the error caused by receiving a packet while transmitting on
the same subframe. In the simulations, we set the RRI to be
10 ms and the number of subchannels to be 2, in consistency
with current standards [13].
Parallel Communications Implementation: The majority
of implementation details are the same as described in Section
II and III. In particular, the status model is estimated based
on a sliding-window LMS method (4). We choose the cost
function E(·) in SMART as the standard deviation from
the desired distance between successive vehicles. The model
calibration time interval is 500 ms.
Simulation Results: In Fig. 4, the proposed parallel com-
munication framework is tested in comparison with the status-
unaware scheme using the optimal status update interval.
Status-unaware schemes represent those without knowledge
Obv. 1
Obv. 2
Fig. 4. Performance comparisons with status-unaware scheme with the optimal update interval. The left, middle and right columns represent optimal status-
unaware, parallel communication without and with correction packets, respectively. The top, middle and bottom rows represent vehicle distances from the
front vehicles, status and correction packets transmissions, and status predictions at both ends. The bottom-left figure shows the velocity of the leader vehicle.
Unreliable 
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regime
Fig. 5. Minimum safe distance versus the status update interval by status-
unaware update schemes.
Fig. 6. Effectiveness of auxiliary cost adaptation in SMART. The number in
the bracket represents platoon quantity on the road (each with 8 vehicles).
of the status content. Therefore, the best they can achieve is
to optimize over the update interval; we obtain the optimum
by simulating over a set of status update intervals from 10
ms to 150 ms, with step size of 10 ms, and the optimum
is shown to be 40 ms (see Fig. 5). Note that optimizing the
average AoI among all vehicles is equivalent to optimizing
over update intervals since the statuses are generate-at-will [8].
Intuitively, the tradeoff is that a smaller update interval leads to
worse congestion, but lower update waiting delay; vice versa.
Comparing among the first column in Fig. 4, it is observed that
the parallel communication scheme with correction packets
outperforms the others significantly, showing that by using
model predictions, the network load is reduced such that
the status attained and control is more timely and hence
the vehicle distance variance is much smaller. Observing the
middle column (Obv. 1), it is shown that without correction
packets (which are transmitted periodically and carry status
information) the parallel communication scheme suffers from
the issue we discussed in Section II-E. That is, after a
status packet loss, the source and destination are unaligned
as can be observed in the bottom-middle figure; hence, the
control is affected and the vehicle distance is kept to be
larger than desired until the next unexpected status packet
transmission. The transmissions of correction packets certainly
entail overhead. From Obv. 2, it is shown that the optimal
status packet update interval for status-unaware schemes is
40 ms, and the correction packet transmission interval (same
with model calibration packets) is 500 ms. Therefore, the
additional overhead of correction packets is well worth it
since it is relatively small and useful. A key observation in
Fig. 5, which shows that the optimal status update interval
of status-unaware schemes is about 40 ms, is that in status
update, sometimes it is better to be timely but unreliable,
than ultra-reliable but sacrificing timeliness. This is different
with the current ultra-Reliable Low-Latency Communications
(uRLLC) principle. Specifically, as shown in the figure, the
status becomes stale when waiting to be updated in the out-
of-date regime with large status update intervals; on the other
hand, the transmission reliability is high in this regime since
the network load is low and hence collisions rarely happen.
The effectiveness of dynamic auxiliary cost adaptation in
SMART is shown in Fig. 6. The reference design is the status-
unaware scheme with the optimal update interval. SMART is
tested with different initial auxiliary cost values, as shown
in the x-axis; note that for fixed auxiliary cost schemes, the
initial value never changes afterwards. It is found that the
reinforcement learning-based scheme can adapt to different
network conditions, as represented by different numbers of
vehicles, and obtain the best performance. However, a fixed
auxiliary cost scheme without considering the networking
aspect is insufficient to provide robust performance.
V. RELATED WORK
The study on AoI from a queuing theory perspective has
attracted extensive attentions. Basically, this line of work can
be categorized as status-unaware since only a time metric, i.e.,
AoI, is concerned. The pioneer work in [1], [14] analyzes the
tradeoff between sampling latency and queuing delay theo-
retically, with applications in vehicular networks. Afterwards,
many researchers have extended this result to e.g., scenarios
with packet management [15], multi-class queuing systems
[16], gamma distribution for the service time [17], controlling
the status packet arrival process instead of assuming it is
random [2], and energy harvesting sources [18]. In addition,
Ref. [19] derives the stationary distribution of AoI under
various queuing disciplines, and Ref. [20] models the spatially
correlated statuses as a random field. Fundamentally, such
status-unaware schemes, aiming for AoI minimization, have
to account for the sampling process to avoid congestion. In
contrast, our proposed design is status-aware, such that the
sampling can be as frequent as possible, but the proposed
parallel transmitter and receiver are responsible for under-
standing the status and decide whether it is transmitted OTA
or leveraging model predictions.
Status update in wireless networks also gains much traction
recently. Most existing works focus on AoI optimization.
Ref. [8], [9] have considered the wireless broadcast networks
wherein scheduling decisions are centralized, and adopted the
Whittle’s index approach. The wireless multi-access scenario,
and hence decentralized scheduling decisions are mode, is
considered in [10], [21]–[25]. Building on existing MAC-layer
protocol, e.g., CSMA or ALOHA, the access probability of
backoff window size is optimized in [23]–[25], on account
of the fact that nodes may have different channel conditions,
service rates and packet arrival rates. Ref. [10], [22] adopts the
Whittle’s index approach and associates the access probability
with the index. In [21], a round-robin scheduling policy is
shown to be asymptotically optimal when the number of nodes
is large. In addition, Ref. [26], [27] show that a stationary
policy actually achieves order-optimal performance in general
network topology. SMART is inspired by the Whittle’s index
methodology, but generalizes to arbitrary status vectors (coped
with by DNN) and not restricted to a certain network topology.
Another related line of work focuses on status-aware update
schemes [28]. In [29], [30], the authors propose a status-
error threshold-based approach to optimally sample from
Wiener and Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes, respectively. Ref.
[31] proposes an effective AoI concept to better capture the
status variation instead of simply AoI. In this regard, value
of information [32], [33] also aims to capture the effect of
AoI on specific application performance. For optimizations
in wireless networks, a mean-field approach is utilized to
calculate the access probabilities in [34] with random-walk
status transitions. A simplified approach is to assign priorities
to certain status packets considering their contents [35]. Most
of the mentioned works have to assume a status model, e.g.,
Markov source model, for theoretical tractability, and have
not considered status predictions. In contrast, this paper is
the first to introduce status model predictions, i.e., parallel
communications, and realize the concept on an SDR testbed.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, we proposed a parallel communication scheme
whereby status information is communicated by both OTA
packets and aligned predictions by calibrated status models.
The system is implemented on an SDR platform, and link-
level experimental results show that the network load can be
significantly reduced while maintaining low status recovery
error by leveraging model predictions, namely revealing much
while saying less. In addition, SMART is proposed for net-
working such predictive wireless devices in an ad hoc WNC
system based on a Whittle’s index-inspired reinforcement
learning framework. To test the proposed approach in practice,
we simulate on SUMO a multi dense platooning application
with C-V2X communication protocol. It is shown by vehicle
control performance that the parallel communication scheme
significantly outperforms both AoI-optimized status-unaware
schemes and conventional uRLLC schemes, due to the fact
that the proposed scheme can reduce the network load, thus
improving transmission reliability with less packet collisions.
Future research topics include investigating more robust sys-
tem identification, model estimation and time-series forecast-
ing mechanisms for status model predictions. More generally,
the interplay between sensing, communication, computation
and control is worth studying to enable more efficient wireless
applications.
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